CAMPAIGN: Get A Room/Give A Room
ALT TITLES: Vacation for Veterans, True Gratitude
CREATED BY: The Chicago Consortium
FORMAT: Cause marketing promotional campaign driven by a
series of emotional video content pieces (10 X 3:00 / 5 X :30)
DISTRIBUTION: Tribune Media Platform
WGAW REGISTRATION: xxxxxx
CONCEPT: Hilton Hotels announces a 3-month program where guests can gift a single nightʼs stay to a
veteran with every night booked.
DETAILS:
With a series of emotional pieces of content, the Hilton hotel chain will announce that for a limited time, every
hotel room booked and paid for will result in a free night stay for a US veteran. A cross-platform media buy
throughout the Tribune Media platform will drive traffic to both the Hilton reservation site and a customized
micro-site promoting this national display of support and gratitude to our troops.
CONTENT SPECIFICS:
(Extended Content) The Chicago Consortium in collaboration with Tribune
Media will produce ten of the many stories of heroism that exist within our armed
forces. The produced content will tell the back story of the veteran as well as
story of his or hers family that supported him throughout their employment.
These pieces of extended content (3:00 each) will not have branding integrated
within the edit. Ony at the close of each video will the viewer see the Hilton logo,
with a line that reads… With heartfelt gratitude.
(Promo Content) In contrast to the extended pieces of content, the promotional
content will include plenty of signage and brand references. The pieces will be
shorter in length (:30), and produced with the purpose to drive traffic to both the
micro-site and Hiltonʼs online reservation web site.
RESERVATION SPECIFICS:
Banner ads and the promotional content will lead consumers directly to a
screen where they can participate in the Get A Room & Give A Room
promotion. A running tally of free rooms available to US veterans will be
highlighted an these web pages. A simple act of checking a box upon
completion of a reservation will increase the total of rooms available to veterans.
The veterans will simpply have to enter their ID# in order to get their 100%
discount on their single night stay at participating hotel chains. Additional nights
book by the same veteran would be charged at the posted government & military
rate.
BENEFITS
Hilton Hotels would further cement its relationship and reputation with the US
military. The highly professional pieces of content will reinforce the brandʼs mission
of “Our Stage, Your Story”. The nature of the campaign will lead to a dramatic
increase in bookings even with the large amount of rooms gifted. Accurate
campaign metrics can be easily obtained and prove the campaignʼs success in
increasing bookings throughout the United States.

